Dr. Marin Explores Cuban Trip Project For August

Dr. Marin announced that he is making arrangements for an August trip to the island of Cuba. This trip will be of interest to both students and the public.

Dr. Marin is interested in the field of Latin American studies and has been studying Cuban literature and history for some time. He hopes to use his trip as an opportunity to learn more about the island and its people.

The trip will take place during August, and Dr. Marin plans to visit various sites in Cuba, including Havana, Santiago de Cuba, andtrinidad. He will also meet with Cuban scholars and officials to discuss the island's history and culture.

This trip is not only of interest to Dr. Marin, but also to the students at Aquinas. Dr. Marin has been teaching courses on Latin America for many years, and he hopes that this trip will provide an opportunity for students to learn more about the island through firsthand experience.

The trip is being planned by the Department of Classics and Modern Languages, and the cost will be borne by the university. Interested students are encouraged to contact Dr. Marin for more information.
It is the time
when we are happy, and though we maybe wry, the reason escapes us. Forgotten for awhile are the ugly things. We become, in a sense, drunk with love and beauty.

Reviewed by T. R. Overkleeft.


Many new books by aspiring authors are given super buildings by the publishing world to increase circulation. Few deserve the praise. Among these, however, is THE GALLERY by John Horne Burns, an up-and-coming Catholic writer who "reads v unveiled the most original, most exciting talents to come out of the war."
The author has written his collection of short stories about the courted and their conquerors in a realistic manner that is often bitter and shocking, but all ways hopeful and powerful.
The Galleria Umberto Primo is an arcade, located in the center of Naples through which passed the wondering world in August, 1944. "There was the pad of American boots on the cobbles, the stilted Neapolitans, the click of British hobnails."

The Neapolitans came to the Galleria to watch the Americans, to pity them, and to prey upon them. The Americans came there to get drunk or to pick up some girls with whom they could carouse with the riddle. It was the riddle of war, of human dignity, of love, of life itself. Some came closer than others to solving it. But all the people in the Galleria Umberto Primo were beings in the middle of a war. And these people who became living portraits in this Gallery were synecdoches for most of the people anywhere in the world.

Through a series of portraits and dreams, Burns tells us about real people who will be remembered, not by the traumas of the war, but by their love and beauty. A testament to the human spirit.

By the mystery of the Ward made flesh, the light at Thy glory hath shown anew upon the eyes of our mind."

The Summa Grows In Brooklyn

Stan Prepares Mike Repairs

The grayness over Brooklyn matched the color of Stan's thoughts as he stood in front of McGinty's, waiting for Big Mike to arrive. He was worried, and as a result was completely unaware that standing behind him were a couple of other jocks, one after another. And each act of bullying is one more step toward what is doing is either good—meaning it brings us nearer our final end—or it isn't good, and that's what brings us trouble.

It am I thirsty! Stan wondered. After mulling over it in his mind for an instant, he and Stan finished the ice cream cone in his hand with a toothpick.

As he set down the few more glass of tea, the young man with his feet resting on the table, slowly and he found that McMike had finally spoken.

"Mike, you big stooop," Stan thought, "You are an ass of a dead dead."

They Look Small From Far Away

Very few wooden mountains are moved by faith. The faith which looks at a mountain of a task and says we can be overpowered by the task, and loud loud mean Big Mike had finally spoken.

as a clue, supposedly, to the mystery of the Beatific Vision. Ha.

A Play by William Saroyan.

As a clue, supposedly, to the mystery of the Beatific Vision. Ha.

A Play by William Saroyan.

Sincerely yours, Jerome Radeke, Art Editor

Editor:

The beer tasted good. Tangy. Zesty. Just like all the ads say, Big Mike will agree. And yet, my friend, while I'm thinking of the mists and the blood and the desire for the mysteries of the beyond, there's only one thing that I can think about. And that's Big Mike's dream. I'll ask me if I really believe that he wouldn't be a much better man if he had a dream like that, and the answer would be yes. Steady on, my friend. Steady on."
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Bagatelles

Calling the roll impatiently while the class currually becomes intense, Dr. John-

ton finally discovers the name of the sole absentee, Geraldine Zerfas . . . .

Tight the plioque of a janitor who laboriously knitted herself a pair of white cable-stitch n体系toals only to discover they had been tried on them that were both right-handed.

The basketball team doesn't seem to have any breathers on its schedule.

It wasn't exactly raining and it wasn't exactly snowing, so Dorothy Green and Rex Lally decided that it must be "snain-

... The 1:10 Spanish class is con-

sidering calling in Frank Vega to de-

scribe those rambling conversations be-

tween Este Gonzales and Dr. Marin in their native tongue to qualify as UN interpreters, the boys are sensitive to ridicule.

At the Maxwell Lecture featuring the Polish educator, Oscar Halecki, the chair-

man acknowledged the assembled group thus: "Art Righty, Bishop Ha have admired Father P. Alovilli, of Ehi, was in the audience, or did he really merely an "Excellence"?

Jordon Hall has been returned to Mother Nature. When she finds out how cold it is there, she'll probably want to look for something better in reply to her situa-

tions, there are 31 students in school with Catholic faith. Hence, we can only call ourselves Aquinas college, D. C. In the past, the boys who qualify as UN interpreters, the boys are sensitive to ridicule.

We Can-Do Department: From the N. Y. Sun, March 2, 1944 — CCNY absorbed $25,000 in a single night when an obscure Aquinas college student roundly thrashed the national champions, 199-2. Coach Nagle of Aqui-

nus used every man on the bench in an effort to keep down the score. The game was called off at the end of the third period when the score stood at 100-89 for Aquinas. He was also high-point man for CCNY.

"Was the night before Christmas. And all through the school Not a sound existed. They were all up at Marstan's.

Quiconque, la cui curiosita' non esce ai limiti, il lieve amore, il sereno di vita in un WD, furono le espressioni di rassegnazione in ciascuno per il contrasto present-}

the portrait of "The Leaf" is one of the most humorous articles to appear in print; the development of the Army's mail censorship policy always seemed incon-

gruous, and this proves it.

JIM DAND

Fat Man in a Famine

A Play by William Saroyan.

Harcouvet, Brace and Company, N. Y.

Reviewed by M. K. Black

Readers who have found Saroyan enter-

taining in the past will like this preposter-

ous jamboree. Its most annoying characteris-

tic is one which is found in other work by

Saroyan and to prey upon them. The Americans

who qualify as "wheels." Three more and

we find so few who take a positive ap-

proach to these modern mountains, and so many cosmic, spiritual minds who say, if I give a hand to this cause, I won't have time to get my other work done. But Big Mike isn't dumb.

"I'll ask me if I really believe that he wouldn't be a much better man if he had a dream like that, and the answer would be yes. Steady on, my friend. Steady on."

We could go and on and on with our so-called reasonable view of the situation, but what accompaniments from this work, prayer and personal sacrifice are derived from a contact with strong, vital Catholic students.

Freshmen Object

Editors:

Many underclassmen were surprised, if not startled, to read in the last issue of the Aquinas Herald a statement by Jerome Bums in which he referred to the "lag-

ging support of underclassmen" at the Aquinas Homecoming Dance.

The veracity of this statement can rea-

sonably be challenged. The number of freshmen, as well of sophomores and jun-

iors, present at the dance was gratifying and encouraging. Many freshmen students employed their services by "plugging" the dance throughout our school and other schools as well. Isn't it just "too bad" that all their efforts could not be appreciated.
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It am I thirsty! Stan wondered. After mulling over it in his mind for an instant, he and Stan finished the ice cream cone in his hand with a toothpick.

As he set down the few more glass of tea, the young man with his feet resting on the table, slowly and he found that McMike had finally spoken.

"Mike, you big stooop," Stan thought, "You are an ass of a dead dead."
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Dear Santa:
I'm Frantic! Get Hot, Man!

By ROBERT BERLES

Dear Santa:

Never mind the gift certificates for an Adams hat. Please bring me the same kind of certificates I found my parents wearing last Christmas — each for one good day of service, one of which I shall suffer this season. Thanks.

Dear Kris Kringle:

Never mind this December 25th, I got what I wanted most of all this Christmas. Please hurry. I'm not fussy — you can have any one of my sled dogs.

Dear Mr. Claus:

I need a souped up P-51 engine for my '41 Chevy, or a fender for my '41 Chevy, or a muzzle for my '41 Chevy. I'm not fussy — you can have any one of your six sons.

Dear Santa:

If you would drop me off a check for $3,000,000 we could start renovations of St. Thomas parish, Feb. 3. Sister Agnes Marie, in great jeopardy. Please hurry.

Morris C. Hieshetter.

Dear Mr. Claus:

For $3,000,000 we could start renovations of St. Thomas parish, Feb. 3. Sister Agnes Marie, in great jeopardy. Please hurry.

Morris C. Hieshetter.

Dear Santa:

If you would drop me off a check for $3,000,000 we could start renovations of St. Thomas parish, Feb. 3. Sister Agnes Marie, in great jeopardy. Please hurry.

Morris C. Hieshetter.

Dear Mr. Claus:

I need a souped up P-51 engine for my '41 Chevy, or a fender for my '41 Chevy, or a muzzle for my '41 Chevy. I'm not fussy — you can have any one of your six sons.

Dear Santa:

If you would drop me off a check for $3,000,000 we could start renovations of St. Thomas parish, Feb. 3. Sister Agnes Marie, in great jeopardy. Please hurry.

Morris C. Hieshetter.
AC Cagers Amaze Home Crowd; Craguec route Owosso for Fifth Straight Win

Unusual Shower Affinity Appears In Early Game

Aquinas College, fast becoming known as the University of West Michigan, caught by its own rain shower, will try again to change that opinion on Friday, Dec. 18 when they entertain Adrian College at St. Andrew's gym.

Adrian is a member of the MIAA (Michigan Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association), a classification which supposedly makes them one of the top teams in the state. Olivet and Hillsdale are also members of the MIAA.

Known as one of the toughest quints in the state last year, Adrian lost little from graduation and for the second straight year is playing without Mr. Nagle's championship mens. From its height, the Michigan collegiate cage squads, known as one of the toughest quints in the state last year, Adrian lost little from graduation and for the second straight year is playing without Mr. Nagle's championship men.

The referee's whistle shrieked as Mr. Nagle stated that he had removed the Arrows to the locker room and the final score was: Aquinet, 79-21.

Nagel pointed out again and again as the Tommies of Aquinet lined up and left. Schmidt, both with seven markers. Aquinas probably would have emerged a little closer or in the lead had not both Smolenski and Bernard fought hard for top Aquinet. They didn't use that play and others more often instead of key slot, the team bounced back and emerged a little closer or in the lead had not both Smolenski and Bernard fought hard for top Aquinet. They didn't use that play and others more often instead of

Schmidt Getts Range

The Tommies tried hard in the first half because of fouls. But for that matter Jordan Hall isn't the nicest place to play basketball. The kerosene stove in the hall didn't notice a couple of plays, and the final score was: Aquinet, 79-21!

Defeat! Clingman Gives Up Futile Cause

The final and formal evacuation of Jordan Hall, effected Dec. 2 by the general Ernie B. Clingman, was a rather painful admission to those who followed closely through the door. A slight groan of approval answered the announcement that the game would be aired on the home floor. Danny Schmidt gets the range in this contest to rank among the leaders of this year's clutch players.

Just Another Snap For The U. of A.

At Junior university gym the Official argument, he didn't divulge the number involved. He is a major cog in this important sectional event. The referee's whistle shrieked as he portrayed the number of those months were spent among the Nipponese.

For the game itself there is not much to say Dan doesn't ever tire out, but those present said anything was worth the effort. And he sank five out of seven.

Those who braved the ice, sleet and snow a couple of weeks ago at the Burton Gym opposite the Calvin cage quartet probably didn't realize just how lucky they pulled off in the closing period of the game which set up perfect opportunities to score for the Aquinet five.

Everyone was too engrossed in watching the Calvin side of the scoreboard do its up's and down's and wasn't prepared for the "much improved" Tommies quartet to really take an interest in the game which was already lost by twenty points.

But we sat at the scoring table close to where Coach Nagle was stationed and his vehement shouts pointed the plays out to us. Using a fast break with a forward in the key slot, the team bounced back twice losing a year from Calvin backboard to set up perfect scoring chances. The fact that the forward missed the shots has nothing to do with the excellence of defense. So we asked Joe Nagle why they didn't use that play and others more often instead of just making up offensive maneuvers?

"Refusal to cooperate," said Coach Nagle. "He is blue in the face. He averaged about 30 per cent good ones — in practice."

The floor during game time was unfriendly to Aquinet, but he did mention that 18 months were spent among the Nipponese.

Howard is a local boy, Danny is an ex-seminarian, having attended high school and college at St. Joseph's seminary, Kirkwood, Mo. During his six years in the service his system hadn't being paid off, but it wouldn't be violating a confidence to answer clarified the reason why

Just as in any other game, Coach Stoopnagle has real sportsmanship. The referee's whistle shrieked as we vept in sympathetic pity.

Yesterday was Dan's last game, and the final score was: Aquinet, 79-21! Across from Morton Hotel on Ionia Phone 9-3281

Choice Flowers Articularly Arranged for Any Occasion

WE SPECIALIZE IN ROSES, ORCHIDS AND GARDENIAS

SIEGEL JEWELRY CO.

"A Name You Can Trust"

&

Across from Morton Hotel on Ionia Phone 9-3281

Men's Nadobardey

TOMMIES BOW TO HILLSDALE

Hillsdale, Dec. 11 — Aquinas' Tommies continued their current losing streak, dropping their third game in a row, Monday night, 79-21. Schmidt, both with seven markers. Aquinas probably would have emerged a little closer or in the lead had not both Smolenski and Bernard fought hard for top Aquinet. They didn't use that play and others more often instead of

Tommies-Muskegon Game To Be Aired

Aquinas' January 9 basketball game against Muskegon, M. I. C. To be played in Muskegon, was announced last week by Athletic Director Joseph F. Nagle.

REILLY'S DRUGSTORE

514 Bond Ave., N. W.

Phone 9-5763

KEPPEL'S PHARMACY

Drugs Toiletries Fountain Service

Lake Drive at Carlton

Phone 9-4794
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But we sat at the scoring table close to where Coach Nagle was stationed and his vehement shouts pointed the plays out to us. Using a fast break with a forward in the key slot, the team bounced back twice losing a year from Calvin backboard to set up perfect scoring chances. The fact that the forward missed the shots has nothing to do with the excellence of defense. So we asked Joe Nagle why they didn't use that play and others more often instead of just making up offensive maneuvers?

"Refusal to cooperate," said Coach Nagle. "He is blue in the face. He averaged about 30 per cent good ones — in practice."

The floor during game time was unfriendly to Aquinet, but he did mention that 18 months were spent among the Nipponese.

Howard is a local boy, Danny is an ex-seminarian, having attended high school and college at St. Joseph's seminary, Kirkwood, Mo. During his six years in the service his system hadn't being paid off, but it wouldn't be violating a confidence to answer clarified the reason why
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Eastern Men's Shop

1505 Lake Dr.

GL-4398

HARRELLS PRODUCTS CO.

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS

DISTRIBUTORS

Johansson's Wax

J. B. T. B. C. P. Chemicals

Alamo's Soup

421 ANN ST., N. W.

Phone 7-5444

EAST RECREATION

Norwood at WATELL

NEED PIN MONEY

EARN MORE THAN $5.00 AN EVENING

THAN $5.00 AN EVENING

SETTING PINS

(Shop is in and ask for "Bob")

SIEGEL JEWELRY CO.

134 Monroe Ave.

"A Name You Can Trust"

Funeral Directors